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is the next generation of compact color ultrasound systems delivering unparalleled performance across a wide range of applications. The New England
Semiconductor (NES) conference will showcase several models in the lineup, with new product demonstrations including demonstrations of new
features, as well as the combination of NEW MEA technologies and NES commercial systems to solve problems with increased requirements for
positioning accuracy, resolution and speed compared to existing systems. The new compact color ultrasound systems provide unprecedented high
positioning speed and high positioning accuracy. Thanks to their low noise operation, the systems provide accurate positioning at speeds up to 100
MHz.NEW ENA systems with the highest positioning accuracy on the market are the most efficient solution for high-precision product positioning on
modular conveyors. BVQIÂ® CX technology works in real time and automatically provides optimal positioning accuracy, i.e. the best measurement
of coordinates just before the shot to minimize the delay time. NEW FLIR introduces a new camera frame design to achieve high performance,
efficiency, simple and reliable design and compactness. As noted earlier, NES, a Wolfson company, welcomes and is committed to helping companies
and individuals designing and manufacturing commercial imaging equipment find new ways to optimize topology and design solutions. Our system is
expected to carry out activities such as standardization of documentation, development of documentation for clients and provision of standard
improvements in accordance with the wishes of our clients. The most advanced equipment for automatic calibration and inspection systems. NES
systems use the most advanced line of Wolfco equipment to achieve high image processing results. This allows solving a wide range of tasks at various
stages of image processing. Wolf Brands, a global manufacturer of visualization and control instrumentation, has been a key NES partner for many
years. The partnerships offer a wide range of products, including the new generation of WolfSignal, the world's first professional VQC and PCB
inspection machine, and a wide range of compact Wolfcore cameras. At the BENDFair in Leipzig, WOLFBRAND will present a range of new data
management optimization systems that support all kinds of existing imaging technologies and include additional features in the field of visualization.
WOLEFair 2014 Exhibition BENOB 2016 Exhibition of monitoring and diagnostic systems BENUM, June 22-24, 2016 Exhibition XA
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